
 

   

Hey $[FNAME]$,

If you’re looking to differentiate yourself from the pack, you will want to learn about Neo, the fastest
design and space planning software on the market. This incredible tool is helping property development
and management companies across the world improve their business interactions, communicate with
prospective clients faster, and increase overall workflow efficiency. 

If $[UD:COMPANYNAME||]$ is tired of the status quo, you can start harnessing the power of Neo right
away! 

Just look at how it helped Berger Rental Communities:
   

“From a Property Management perspective, Neo has enabled us to create beautiful marketing

content. Our design team can work clearly with our development team to create visuals for

construction needs, and potential residents have better illustrations of their future apartments. This

all comes at a fraction of what we were paying previously to outsource rendering work and virtual

tours.”

- Brian Miller, Director of Marketing 
Berger Rental Communities

   

Here are some of the key benefits your business would get from this software:

get high-quality, photorealistic renders within minutes, to show clients how their furniture styles will
look and feel in your floor plans

instantly toggle between 2D space planning and 3D designing modes

drag and drop from our catalogue of 50,000+ pre-modeled products

easily swap colors and textures to get multiple looks in a fraction of the time

with our Storyteller add-on, bring clients on a 360º virtual tour of your UnBuilt or value-add

 

http://foyr.com
http://foyr.com/why-neo
http://rentberger.com


property

As marketers, we waste tons of time each week figuring out the best plans and strategies. But time is

precious, and you should spend it on something that matters – learning how this game changing

technology can work for you. I guarantee it will be the best 15 minutes of your week.
   

Schedule a Call

   

Richard Tarity I President, North America
Foyr, LLC

3675 Market Street, Suite 200, Philadelphia, PA 19104

Phone: 484-403-4110 | rt@foyr.com
   

https://calendly.com/rtarity/30min?month=2019-11

